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By TY Tan

I have been writing about fortunate natural water
and mountain settings around a property facing various
directions in the last few issues. I will continue in this issue
with the fortunate feng shui settings of houses facing the
second and third sub-sectors of West, i.e. those properties
facing 262.5 degrees to 292.5 degrees.
Natural external water and mountain settings around
a property is the key factor as to whether a property has
good or bad feng shui, as we cannot move or relocate
natural water and mountains even when their setting is
incorrect.
To improve the feng shui of properties
with incorrect settings, we can apply feng
shui techniques to remedy the situation on
our internal setting.
For properties facing between 262.5
degrees to 292.5 degrees built after February
2004, they are in moderately good directions.
The following will improve the properties’
feng shui settings:
1. Good external landscape
Big, beautiful natural water located in the
West direction that commands a distant
small mountain view
Big, beautiful mountain in the North East
direction
Beautiful water coming from the North
West passing through the West and going
to the South West

2. Good internal layout
The West, South East and North sections
of the house should be well-connected
Main door located in the West area

A gold-coloured room

Figure 2: Good internal layout

Figure 1: Good external layout

3. Colour scheme
The qi of the house can be improved
by having the following colour schemes:
Blue or black in the North East and North
West sections of the house
Lots of gold-coloured items in the North
and South East sections
A building such as this is considered to
have moderately good feng shui for those
residing in it in terms of wealth, health
and career advancement for the year 2004
through 2023. However, to enhance wealth
luck, a water feature should be placed in
the West sector.

A room with a black colour scheme

Feng Shui Seminar for House Buyers
Date: 15 Nov 2009 (Sunday)
Time: 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
Venue: 1FengShui.com, 63A, Jalan PU 7/4, Taman Puchong Utama, Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia
For more details, please visit www.1FengShui.com or call 03-8060 0868.
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